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Positive trends: 
• Strong positive response and sharing of the Mayor’s support for hidden heroes which received a warm response and engagement across the community 
• Citizen engagement was driven by BigTidy which received renewed enthusiasm as appreciation for Bristol’s key workers including Bristol Waste spiked in 

response to the pandemic. There appears to be an increase in direct requests and responses from BCC’s twitter account helping to reassure citizens across a 
range of issues / anxieties. Candobritsol, Ramadan, FaceBook Live, Voices of Solidarity, caringforbristol and food bank support also featured prominently 

• Organic discussions and support for the city’s Covid-19 response were driven by a mix of local media, business groups, community organisations and 
concerned citizens. There was most cohesion around outreach and support for the city’s most vulnerable and no small sense that city is pulling together 
during the crisis. Sharing of #wearebristol and #armsaroundbristol was frequent 

• Strong cut-through and sharing of BCC’s various Covid-19 messages, with the ‘stay home’ guidance prominent 
• Additional cut through and sharing of MR’s messages, specifically on PPE, business support, food banks and support for domestic abuse victims 
• Warm support for ‘reading city’ initiatives and the drive to get books to children during lockdown 

Negative trends: 
• Despite the Mayor’s defence of the independent decision on pay, citizens look no further than the headline to personally attack the Mayor/BCC on the issue, 

with some cohesion around the idea that all BCC staff should receive the same pay rise and complaints that the Mayor didn’t need to ‘take it’ 
• The anti arena folks jumped on the pandemic as an angle to attack the YTL arena as futile in a time when mass gatherings are in doubt for the foreseeable 

future. There was also a backlash to the Mayor’s comments that Arena Island would have been cancelled due to COVID-19 
• The ‘usual suspects’ group of agitators continue to crawl over BCC finances, pulling figures such as expenses spending and consultancy fees and attempt to 

spread them out of context via social media. Engagement metrics for this conversation remain low, to non-existent 
• Persistent complaints about the Avonmouth environment continue to drive negativity, with a ‘plague of flies’ featuring in many posts on the topic 
• Bristol’s green-minded citizens did not like the Mayor’s comments on not pursuing the clean air zone policy during the pandemic pointing at correlation 

between air pollution / pre-existing health issues and the virus. There continues to be complaints about wood burning stoves in particular 
• Inevitably there was some low level negativity towards the Covid-19 response with some accusing the Council of a muted response, whilst others claimed with 

‘low infection rates in the SW’ why impose such strict restrictions? There was additional criticism about the need for food banks and the ‘delayed’ response in 
closing down mosques 

• Generic complaints about the mayor’s record with some linking of this to the postponed election and MR’s “bonus year” 
• Discussion amongst Bristol’s business was not directly negative towards BCC or the Mayor in particular, but more of a plea for help in receiving government 

grants/support mixed in with desperation to stay afloat during the pandemic 
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